
 

Dishwizard Invention In Search of Licensee 
 

An innovative new dishwashing accessory, the Dishwizard, has been developed by inventor 

Derek Calvin of Canfield, Ohio. The invention’s proprietary design and features render it a 

significantly enhanced version of a traditional dishwasher with the ability to save its users 

considerable time and effort when cleaning their kitchenware.  

 

A conventional dishwasher is certainly an appliance of convenience, but its utility extends 

only so far. For example, its primary form of cleaning the items placed within it is via the 

spraying of a water and soap mixture. Flatware, silverware, dishes, glassware and other 

related products that have encrusted food particles are typically not effectively processed in 

a dishwasher, as the force of propulsion of said mixture upon emission is not sufficient to 

dislodge them. As a result, dishwasher users often have to proactively clean such items 

separately themselves, or often find that they must do so after attempting to run them 

through a dishwasher’s cyle. 

 

With these issues in mind, Mr. Calvin has created the Dishwizard. The Dishwizard will be a 

fully automated unit with the capability to thoroughly clean cups, bowls, dishes, saucers, 

pans, and a number of other related items. The Dishwizard’s proprietary features will also 

ensure that any item placed within it is thoroughly sterilized for its next use. Additionally, 

the product will be exceedingly simple to use and will boast a compact design that ensures it 

will take up minimal space in a standard kitchen. Furthermore, the Dishwizard will be 

competitively priced and made from durable materials, adding to its appeal. 

 

Mr. Calvin now seeks a third party licensee to manufacture, market, and distribute the 

product for him under a royalty agreement. Potential licensees in the household appliances 

industry are currently being targeted as candidates to eventually commercialize the 

Dishwizard on a worldwide basis. 

 

In December 2017, Mr. Calvin contracted Miami, Florida-based invention assistance leader 

Write Concepts™ to represent the Dishwizard shoe line to potential licensees for a two-year 

period. Potential licensees interested in obtaining more information about the Dishwizard 

shoe line and discussing licensing opportunities with respect to the product can contact Juan 

Carlos Blanco of Write Concepts™ at (305) 255-3662 ext. 2231 or through 

writeconceptsinc@gmail.com.  
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